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WHAT’S NEW
1.  MOSS & LICHEN COVERED VINES RANGE 
The most realistic replica’s available - this range has a rough  
bark like surface and a selection of various ferns, moss and  
lichen attachments. Bend to any design to suit all terrarium 
types and sizes.

2.  ABSOLUTE HOLISTIC - JERKY STYLE DOG FOOD  
AND TREATS - N.Z. 
A dog food aimed at the top end of the dog food market.  This 
jerky style texture food has a 93% meat content - is Air Dried and 
a 100% Natural Diet for all life stages.  Available in Blue Mackeral 
& Lamb, Chicken & Hoki and Beef & Venison - all made in New 
Zealand.  Available in 1 Kilo bags and as a treat range in 100gm 
under the names Red Meat, Grand Prairie and Ocean & Farm.

3.  FURKIDZ “CARNIVAL” DOG TOYS RANGE 
The ultimate in fun toys for dogs.  Coming in two ranges all 
in Harlequin colours - one with action wings, fins and tails. 
Available In Owl, Turkey, Fish, Dog, Duck, Seahorse, Parrot  
and Gecko. 

4.  MILAN’S PAPER PELLET LITTER FOR CATS 
Packed in a very attractive bag design - Millan’s is a 100% plain 
paper pellet preventing the risk of printer ink poisoning in paws. 
The tight pellets ensure maximum absorption and are available 
in 10 ltr and 24 ltr bags.

5.  FURKIDZ - PREMIUM CAT FURNITURE RANGE 
The ultimate in modern classy cat furniture.  Featuring polished 
timber, soft cushions and superior scratching posts - this range 
goes together easily with good quality components.  Priced very 
well for volume sales.

6.  ABSORB PLUS GIANT PET WIPES - IN ANTI 
BACTERIAL AND CHARCOAL 20 X 15CM 
A new range of super size pet wipes. In the Anti Bacterial  
range in the scents Aloe Vera , Floral & Peppermint and in the 
Charcoal range in Baby Powder, Coconut & Lemon.

7. JUTE ROPE BIRD RINGS 
Following some issues regarding cotton items with parrots -  
this is a jute range of parrot rings which content of can be  
chewed by birds without risk of bill or craw clogging.   
Coming in a variety of sizes and multiples - these rings can be 
easily attached to any cage.

8. SUMO - AMPHIBIOUS WATER PUMP RANGE 
Super power in an economically priced range - SUMO features 
a total of 6 models pumping from 1200 litres per hour to 9500 
Litres per hour. Ideal for water lifting in sumps, ponds or water 
features - suitable for both fresh and salt water use.
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For more information contact Pet Pacific Pty Ltd on  
(02) 4728 6000 or email petpacific@petpacific.com.au
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